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A(r; t) = 0 (1)
for the z{component A(r; t) of the vector potential. An
exact quantum description of the total system comprising
the resonator and the external radiation eld is obtained
by the so{called modes{of{the{universe approach [9,10].
One expands both the vector potential A and the canon-




in terms of the exact
eigenmodes  
m












(!; r) = 0: (2)
They are labeled by the continuous frequency ! and the
integer m; the latter species the asymptotic conditions
far away from the resonator. For example, these con-
ditions could correspond to a scattering problem with
incoming and outgoing waves. Then  
m
(!; r) represents
a solution with an incoming wave in channel m and only
outgoing waves in all other scattering channels. The
channel index m may correspond to an angular momen-
tum quantum number (for a resonator coupled to free
space) or to a transverse mode index (for resonators con-
nected to external waveguides). It is convenient to com-
bine the solutions associated with the dierent channels
to an M{component vector  (!; r). Then the eld ex-
pansions take the form
A(r; t) = c
Z







(!; r)p(!; t); (3)
where the operators q(!) and p(!) form M{component
row and column vectors, respectively. Canonical com-
mutation relation for A(r) and (r) follow by imposing



























with A = Ae
z
and  = e
z
. The Heisenberg equations
of motion for  and rA are easily seen to reduce to
the Maxwell equations.
The modes{of{the{universe approach yields a consis-
tent quantization scheme, but does not provide any in-
formation about the resonator itself. In particular, no
denition is obtained for the resonator modes, and a
statistical description of these modes cannot be imple-
mented at this point. However, further progress is pos-
sible since the Helmholtz equation with frequency ! is
equivalent to a single{particle Schrodinger equation with




. That link between optics and single-
particle quantum mechanics allows us to compute the
mode functions  (!; r) and to dene resonator modes.
The calculation is performed using Feshbach's projec-
tor formalism [11,12]. The single{particle Hilbert space
is decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces associated
with the resonator and the channel region, respectively.


































with the rst two terms describing the decoupled res-
onator and waveguide, while the last term accounts for
their coupling. We have chosen a basis in which both
the resonator and the channel Hamiltonian are diagonal.
We note that the Hamiltonian (5) is an exact represen-
tation of the eigenvalue problem (2), even in the regime
of overlapping resonances.
The Hamiltonian (5) has been extensively used in the
theory of chaotic scattering [12]. We employ the formu-
lation appropriate for scattering through cavities. The
resonator wave functions 

(r) are nonzero only within
the resonator, while the channel wave functions (E; r)
\live" only outside. We require that these functions obey
Dirichlet conditions along the boundary of the total sys-
tem (solid line in Fig. 1). The boundary condition along
the surface separating the resonator from the waveguide
(dashed line in Fig. 1) is arbitrary save that the total
Hamiltonian be self-adjoint. The coupling amplitudes
W
m
(E) are given by surface integrals involving appro-
priate resonator and channel wave functions.
Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (5) yields the scat-
tering states  
m
(E; r) with incoming wave in channel m
only. The modes functions are found from the mapping to
the Helmholtz equation,  (!; r)  [
p
2!=c] (E; r). They
can be expressed as linear combinations of resonator and
channel modes
















with an M{component coeÆcient 

(!) and an M 
M coeÆcient matrix (!; !
0
). Explicit expressions [12]
for these coeÆcients are not needed below. Substituting
Eq. (6) into Eqs. (3), one obtains the eld expansions






































































The nal step of the quantization procedure is to express
these operators in terms of photon creation and annihila-

































































species the spatial overlap of dierent resonator modes.
We note that U is unitary and symmetric, and that it









modes with dierent frequencies have zero overlap (the
modes are solutions of an Hermitean eigenvalue prob-
lem). The representation (10) realizes the commutation
relations and, at the same time, secures Hermiticity for
the intra{cavity elds, A = A
y
,  = 
y
. A similar rep-
resentation is obtained for the channel modes with the
replacements a







Substituting the representation (10) into the eld ex-
pansions (7) and using the unitarity of U , we nd the
representation of the intra{cavity elds








































Substitution of the eld expansions into Eq. (4) nally




















































omitted an irrelevant constant on the right hand side.
The equations (12) and (13) are the key results of the
quantization procedure. The eld expansions of the open
resonator reduce precisely to the standard expressions
known from closed resonators. However, the eld dy-
namics is fundamentally dierent as shown below. We
note that the resonator modes are coupled to the exter-









) terms. The non-resonant terms can
be discarded here since we are not interested in over-
damping (where mode widths would be larger than or at
least comparable to the optical frequencies). Our case
of interest, the case of overlapping resonances, is fully
compatible with the rotating{wave approximation, where
only the resonant terms are kept. Then, the Hamiltonian
(13) reduces to the well{known system{and{bath Hamil-
tonian [13] of quantum optics. It has been argued, that
this Hamiltonian is valid only for good cavities with spec-
trally well{separated modes. Our derivation shows that
such pessimism is inappropriate: the system{and{bath
Hamiltonian does describe the dynamics of overlapping
modes, provided the broadening of these modes is much
smaller than their frequency (so that non{resonant terms
can be neglected).
We now discuss the eld dynamics and address the
consequences of chaotic scattering. As a rst example,
we establish equations for the mode amplitudes. From












































andW the coupling matrix with the elements W
m
. The
equations (14) dier drastically from the independent{
oscillator equations of standard laser theory, in two re-
spects: First, the mode operators a

are coupled by the
damping matrix WW
y











, as dierent modes cou-
ple to the same external channels (the expectation value




A limiting case of Eq. (14) is the weak damping regime
where all matrix elements ofWW
y
are much smaller than
the resonator mode spacing !. This regime can be re-
alized either by an opening smaller than a wavelength
or by the insertion in the openings of partially reect-
ing mirrors. To leading order in WW
y
=! only diag-
onal elements contribute to the damping matrix, and
Eq. (14) reduces to the standard equation of motion for
non{overlapping modes [3].
For the interesting case of wave chaos the internal
Hamiltonian can be represented by a randommatrix from
the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble of random-matrix the-
ory. The eigenvalues !

display level repulsion and uni-
versal statistical properties. From Eq. (14), the mode
dynamics of open chaotic resonators is governed by a
3
non{Hermitean random matrix; we thus encounter an
interesting connection between the spectral properties of
open chaotic optical resonators and non{Hermitean ran-
dom matrices [15].
As a second application of our eld dynamics we now
study an open resonator above the laser threshold. We fo-
cus on a single laser{line and compute the laser linewidth.
The active medium is represented by N two{level atoms.
To simplify the calculation, we assume (i) N  1 and
spatially uniform gain , (ii) atomic decay rates that much
exceed the eld decay rates, (iii) exact resonance be-
tween the laser frequency ! and the atomic transition
frequency, and (iv) laser operation suÆciently far above
threshold so that the eld uctuations can be obtained
by linearization. The Heisenberg equations for the eld
mode amplitudes and the atomic polarization and inver-
sion take the standard form [3] except for the mode cou-
pling inicted by damping and noise. We decompose the







) exp( i!t). The steady{
state conditions take the form 0 = H  a where a is an
N{component vector comprising the steady{state ampli-
tudes a

(the limit N ! 1 is taken at the end of the






































. Here, S de-





are the decay rates for the atomic polariza-
tion and population inversion. The equations of motion
for the quantum uctuations follow upon linearization



















The noise operators F , F
y
incorporate both eld noise
and noise from the atomic reservoirs. The dynamics of
Æa and Æa
y

























which depends explicitly on the steady{state solution a.
Equations (17), (18) reduce the computation of the eld
uctuations to the spectral decomposition of the non{
Hermitean matrix L. One easily shows that L has a
zero eigenvalue connected with the well-known process
of phase diusion. The corresponding right eigenvector
has the form (r; r

), where r / a is a right eigenvector
to eigenvalue 0 of the N  N matrix H; the existence of
r and the corresponding left eigenvector l is guaranteed
by the steady{state equations, 0 = H  a. The phase{
diusion coeÆcient and the laser linewidth Æ! can now
be computed along standard lines [3,4]: We solve the
equations of motion (17) and calculate the Fourier trans-
form of the stationary correlator hÆa
y
(t)Æa(0)i. Keeping
only the zero{eigenvalue contribution in the spectral de-




which is larger than the fundamental (Schawlow{Townes)
linewidth Æ!
ST
by the Petermann factor [16,17]
K = hljlihrjri: (20)
The non{zero eigenvalues of L will generally modify the
Lorentzian spectrum and the laser lineshape [18]. A de-
tailed investigation of these modications, their statistics
in a randommedium, the pertinent photon statistics [19],
as well as the generalization to multi{mode lasing will be
published separately.
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